
Complete Pair Package 1 (Custom Special) Frame & Lens Package 

 SV    Kids    $39.00 (poly) 

 SV               $47.00   (plastic) 

 BI-28          $59.00   (FT-28 plastic)         $74  (FT-35 plastic)          $86 (FT-45 plastic)   

 Progressive      ($99 Natural DS)                ($268 Comfort 2 Drx W/Crizal Avancer) 

                           ($139 Ideal Advance)     ($328 Physio Drx W/Crizal Avance) 

                                        ($369 Autograph 2 W/Crizal Avance) 

                              

In Compulink choose from the lens package drop down list, this will adjust the lens price. You will need to 

choose 1 Package 1 frame from the plan choice at the top right of the eyeglass screen in compulink. This will 

correctly price the frame at $20.00 to get the package amount.   

Complete Pair Package 2 (Premium Special) Frame and Lens Package  

Package 2 glasses have a FREE poly upgrade. 

 SV Kids     $ 74.00 (poly) 

 SV             $ 89.00 (plastic) 

 Bi-28        $ 99.00 (FT-28 plastic) 

 Progressive    ($139 Natural DS)               ($308 Comfort 2 Drx W/Crizal Avance) 

                         ($179 Ideal Advance)     ($378 Physio Drx W/Crizal Avance) 

                                      ($409 Autograph 2 W/Crizal Avance) 

                            

       

In Compulink choose from the lens package drop down list, this will adjust the lens price. You will need to 

choose 2 Package 2 frame from the plan choice at the top right of the eyeglass screen in compulink. This will 

correctly price the frame at $60.00 to get the package amount.  (free poly upgrade) 

On either package if they want to upgrade they would pay the difference for materials or features. Listed 

below are the most common. 

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS ADD ON PRICE   

Polycarbonate $28.00 Trivex $55.00 

Transitions 7 $69.00 Transitions extra active $89.00 

Crizal Easy $99.00 Crizal Avance $99.00 

Polarized $75.00 Aspheric $50.00 

Tint $14.00 UV protection $14.00 

    

    

 
 For Progressives NOT listed subtract $50 off the regular retail price for the lens price. Then add the $20 or $60 for the 
appropriate frame price to get the package amount.  
 


